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This comprehensive book outlines the life and works of an important revolutionary intellectual of
the 16th Century. This book follows Brunoe(tm)s life and the development of his thought in the
order in which he declared it. Giordano Bruno was an Italian Dominican friar, philosopher,
mathematician and astronomer. He was burned at the stake after the Roman Inquisition found
him guilty of heresy but his modern scientific thought and cosmology became very influential.
His writings on science also showed interest in magic and alchemy and those are outlined in this
book alongside what he is most remembered for - his place in the history of the relationship
between science and faith.

From the Back CoverThis book introduces recent development of technologies for mine waste
management in China. For hard rock mines, the main mine wastes are tailings, and the tailings
can be disposed above-ground and/or underground. The technology of consolidated tailings
stockpile (CTS) that disposes tailings above-ground is introduced, and the application of this
technology is also demonstrated. Besides, the technology of cemented tailings (or paste)
backfill (CTB or CPB) which deals with tailings underground is also discussed. The properties of
CTB materials and the utilization of CTB technology are described and analyzed. For coal
mines, the main mine wastes are coal gangue and fly ash. The technology of cemented coal
gangue-fly ash backfill (CGFB) that manages coal mine waste underground is presented. The
THMC coupling properties of CGFB materials are investigated, which can contribute to a better
design of stable, durable and environmentally friendly CGFB mixtures. The application of CGFB
technology in a coal mine is also presented. This book, which systematically reviews and
discusses the development of mine waste management technologies in China, is expected to
provide readers comprehensive information about mine waste management.About the AuthorDr.
Di Wu is a Full Associate Professor in the Department of Resources Engineering at China
University of Mining and Technology, Beijing. He obtained his Ph.D. in Mining Engineering from
University of Science and Technology Beijing in China.At China University of Mining &
Technology, Beijing, Dr. Wu has been leading several projects on mine waste management and
mine backfill. He has over 6 years’ experience in fundamental and applied research on mining
geotechnics, mine waste management and mine backfills. Dr. Wu has over 30 publications to his
credit. He has been repeatedly invited as keynote speaker or lecturer, and a reviewer for several
scientific committees, peer review journals, and funding agencies.
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GIORDANOBRUNOHIS LIFE, THOUGHT, AND
MARTYRDOM BYWILLIAMBOULTINGAUTHOR OF ·' TASSO AND HIS TIMES" ".IENEAS
SYLVIUS," ETC. "To love Truth for Truth's sake is the principal part of human perfection
in this world, and the seed-plot of all other virtues."-LocKE.- Published
1916 LONDONKEGAN PAUL, TRENCH, TRUBNER & CO. LTD.BROADWAY HOUSE.
68-74 CARTER LANE, E.C. NEW YoRK: E. P. DUTTON & CO. PREFACETHElife of Bruno
has been written in English more than once, and he has had many excellent commentators.
No one can now write about him without availing himself very largely of the solid and scholarly
work done by Tocco, Fiorentino, Berti, Brunnhofer, McIntyre and others. The apology for the
appearance of the present work must be that some facts, unrecorded in England, have come to
light of late years, and also that a few usual, almost unavoidable in- accuracies require
correction. Moreover, I have tried to follow the development of Bruno's thoughts in the order in
which he declared them ; and, on one or two points, I find myself compelled to differ from the
conclusions of this or the other commentator.Most of Bruno's works have been published in
the editions of Wagner, Lagarde, and Gfri:irer, well edited for their day. Different libraries contain
different editions, when any are to be found in them. Even the British Museum, although it
possesses a fine collection of rare, original impressions, does not contain all the volumes of the
complete State Edition, and lacks that one which contains the works which were discovered in
manuscript. To give the paging of any particular edition might therefore prove less convenient
than the plan I have adopted of giving those indications for re- ference which are supplied by the
subdivisions of the worksthemselves, except in the case of the published
manuscripts.VviGIORDANO BRUNOThose who wish to verify a reference will thereby readily
do so and may discover that reading the context is not a wholly unprofitable task. I have given
minuter detail as to other works from which I have drawn or which throw light on the subject-
matter.W.B.    
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matter.W.B. CHAP• PRE FACECONTENTS PAGBVI . BIRTH AND P ARENTAGE-
BOYHOODMONASTIC LIFE AT NAPLESIlDISCIPLINEOF BOOKS :(i) Classics, &c.17(ii) Neo-
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Souls172VilviiiGIORDANO BRUNO CHAP.IN PARIS AGAIN. SOME NEW
WORKSATWITTENBERG. WORKS PRINTED OR WRITTENPAGE181THERE195 AT
PRAGUE AND HELMSTEDT.WORKS OF 1588-90 ' 210AT
FRANKFURT AND ZURICH220THE GREAT LATIN POEM AND LAST BOOKS:(i) The
Threefold Least 227(ii) The Unit 236(iii) On Immensity 238(iv) On Images, Signs, and
Ideas 241(v)· A Philosophical Lexicon 243(vi) The Fastenings of Kind 244XVII. AT VENICE
AND PADUA 246XVIII. THE TRIAL 262XIX. BRUNO AND THE INQUISITORS.
THEREPUBLIC AND THE POPExx.THE ROMAN PRISON. FINAL
SCENES293INDEX GIORDANOBRUNO CHAPTER I BIRTH AND PARENTAGE-
BOYHOOD ATRAVELLER,curious to try the local line which runs eastward from Naples, after
journeying a few meandering miles through a generous and beautiful country-side, will find his
train halting at the little city of Nola. Should he descend, he would not come across anything
strikingly picturesque or architecturally memorable. There are few vestiges of the remote past;
even the medireval cathedral is a restoration. On an eminence, a ruined fortress still dominates
Campagna Felice-" the happy fields"-as the inhabitants call their plain ; and, as of old time, the
vine- yards are lavish in the production of "mangiaguerra," a thick black wine. The . s ky is very
lucid; the air sweet and soft ; the eye may range over the rich and varied plain to Monte
Somma (which hides Vesuvius) and to other guardian hills.Outside the walls of Nola there stood
in the mid 16th century, Cicala, a hamlet of "four or five houses, none of them too imposing;"1
and here, in I 548, 2 there was born to a soldier in the service of the Spanish masters of
Naples, one Gioan Bruno and his wife, a man child. The1 Bruno, G ; SjJaccio della bestia
trionfante, Dz"al. I.t'i/.2Berti, D; G. B. da Nola, sua vita e sua dottrina, 1889, AjJjJ., Doc. vz';:-
Auvray, L; Mem. d. !. Soc. d. l'ltistoire de Paris et de l' Ile de France, t. rxvij,p. 288 sqq., sub 7th
December.A2GIORDANO BRUNO infant was destined to become a precursor of modern
science and philosophy, to cast a search-light into dark places and bring forth hidden things; it
was his fate to wander, an excommunicated and fugitive priest, through many lands,
impelled, heedless of self, partly by a restless nature but chiefly because of a certain
missionary zeal for truth and desire to set the intellect free from the fetters of authority; he
was to endure strange vicissitudes in penury, years of solitary suffering at the hands of the
Inquisition because he claimed II philosophic freedom in thought and speech," and, finally, to
pass from its cruel dungeons "a flame to the flames." He was born in the very year which
saw an outbreak at Naples against a contemplated introduction of the Spanish
Inquisition.Bruno tells us that his mother's name was Fraulissa. 1 She was of a family called
Savolini or Saulini. Probably Fiorentino2 was right in connecting her singular baptismal name
with German mercenaries, whose Italian wives may very well have been so called ; and
certainly some of the multitude of mercenary troops drawn from beyond the Alps had
settled in the neighbourhood.3 As to the social status of the Bruni and many similar problems,
much has been conjectured and no certainty achieved. It would seem probable that the family
was very far from being wealthy, but had some claim to gent ility.4 The Bruni may have



been a branch of the noble family of that name at Asti.1 Berti, D ; loc. dt.2Fiorentino, F ;
Dz'aloglzz" Moral£ dz' G. B. Giorn. Napol., N.S. 1882,/asc. 19, p.44. Great circumspection is
required in regard to this paper. In consulting the Registers, Fiorentino somehow con-
trived to confound the year 1545 with the year 1563 ! It should be read side by side with the
monograph Bruno e Nola by SignorSpampanato, Castrovz'llarz', 1899.• See the
reference  to  II  danese, etc.  in   Bruno's  Sjacdo, Dial.I.,iij.'   J. Bruni Oratio Valedz"ctoria.
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Inquisition.Bruno tells us that his mother's name was Fraulissa. 1 She was of a family called
Savolini or Saulini. Probably Fiorentino2 was right in connecting her singular baptismal name
with German mercenaries, whose Italian wives may very well have been so called ; and
certainly some of the multitude of mercenary troops drawn from beyond the Alps had
settled in the neighbourhood.3 As to the social status of the Bruni and many similar problems,
much has been conjectured and no certainty achieved. It would seem probable that the family
was very far from being wealthy, but had some claim to gent ility.4 The Bruni may have
been a branch of the noble family of that name at Asti.1 Berti, D ; loc. dt.2Fiorentino, F ;
Dz'aloglzz" Moral£ dz' G. B. Giorn. Napol., N.S. 1882,/asc. 19, p.44. Great circumspection is
required in regard to this paper. In consulting the Registers, Fiorentino somehow con-
trived to confound the year 1545 with the year 1563 ! It should be read side by side with the
monograph Bruno e Nola by SignorSpampanato, Castrovz'llarz', 1899.• See the
reference to II danese, etc. in Bruno's Sjacdo, Dial.I.,iij.' J. Bruni Oratio
Valedz"ctoria.BIRTH AND PARENTAGE-BOYHOOD3The child was christened Felipe (Philip).
Perhaps his father named him after the heir to the throne of Charles V, as it would become a
loyal soldier to do. We shall see how he came by the name of Giordano.Gioan Bruno would
seem to have been a caustic critic of life; for his son tells us that when, after supper, a friend
declared that he had never before felt so happy, Gioan retorted:11that is because you have
never before been so frivolous." 1 Probably Gioan was a man of parts; for it is accepted by most
of the best authorities that he counted Tansillo, the Neapolitan poet, courtier and cavalier,
among his friends.2Tansillo, although not born at Nola, came of Nolan stock; he never stayed
long at Nola, but made a few hurried visits thither.3Felipe may have seen more of him, later on,
at Naples. Anyhow, many works show how deeply Tansillo impressed his mind during the
plastic years ; he introduces the poet into his dialogues; he adopts Tan- sillo's style in his own
poems, and he often equals his master, though, usually, he falls short of him in grace,
smoothness and elegance; he even incorporates a little of T ansillo's work with his own. Any



passing visit paid by Tansillo to Nola would produce a strong impression on the little lad; for
the good folk around were of a different order.In the cottages hard by dwelt certain members of
his mother's family.4 He tells us of a certain Scipione Saulino1 Bruno, G; Erolci Furon·,
P.I., Dlal. II.2 McIntyre, for example, accepts it. Cpr. McIntyre, J. L; G. B.,London,
1903,p.5·8 Fiorentino; loc. d t. Luigi Tansillo, 1510- 1568, was a favouriteof Pedro de Toledo,
Viceroy of Spain, and of his son, and was their companion on land and sea. At first he wrote with
unbridled licence, whereby he incurred the displeasure of the Church ; but he made his peace
with the authorities and produced some excellent poetry, which was disfigured, however, by
many faults of the style then in fashion. Before the Viceroy's death he was given a post in the
Neapolitan Custom-House. Cfr. Rosalba, G; Studt" di lett., Nap. 1903, pp. 166 sqq. '
Fiorentino; loc. dt.who went once a year, on Good Friday, to his crony, the curate, to confess.
Absolution was freely given, and, when the year came round again, "Father," he would say, "to-
day's sins finish up the year"; whereupon the good priest would reply, "And so does to-day's
absolution. Go in peace and sin no more."1The rustics of the neighbourhood were a home-spun
people, rough and ready of tongue and of caustic wit. They took the facts of life with
unsophisticated directness and retained very ancient usages, celebrating the vintage with
classic obscenity and shocking the Viceroy thereby.2 Al- though degraded by centuries of
misgovernment and oppres- sion, the southern Italian had not lost his intellectual vigour or his
readiness to abandon himself to the enjoyment of simple pleasures, as if all creatures were
dwelling in the sunrise of eternity. The Nolans were markedly supersti- tious, even for a
credulous age. They beheld spirits in deserted places-by an ancient temple and where the
bodies of the plague-stricken had been buried ; poltergeists played tricks on them, and Bruno
records how, when a child, he him- self beheld spirits on hills where beeches and laurels grew.3
The quick eye of the child noted the peculiarities of his neighbours and the small events of his
life; and he never forgot them. Years afterwards, when in exile, he introduces the honest, kindly
folk of Nola, not without irony, as inter- locutors in his dialogues4 ;he delights in recalling many
details which he had observed-the produce of his father's garden, the melon-plot of Franzino,
the smell of burnt hair when Vesta, the wife of Albentio, used curling-tongs, and how she would
shake her head; he remembers hearing the 1 Bruno, G ; II CandelaJo, Atto V, sc.
rt"r.2 Miccio, S; Vita di Don P. dz" Toledo, Archiv. Stor.t't,ir,p. 23.• De Magia, Op. Lat. III,pp.
430,431.' Spacdo; JI ca/Jallo.cuckoo when at Antonio Saulino's, the pupping of his bitch, the
spoiling of a gown by Messer Danese, the tailor, and how he saw PaulinQ, given to blasphemy,
stoop to heave up a great shovelful of earth and break the red string which held his breeches up.
Character after character, incident after incident, crowd in on his memory: he may have had
personal experience of the bugs which infested the wooden bedstead of Costatino.1 The lad's
eye was alive to beauty too ; to the pure sky, tremulous with excess of light, the mystery of the
shadowy hills, the bounty of the corn-laden plain. In exile he recalls the glory and glamour of
the world which were given to his childhood, and is never weary of thinking of" the golden fields
of Nola";2his birthplace ever remained for him a place "blessed of heaven;"3he ranks the rich



Campagna with Araby and the garden of the Hesperides,4 speaks of himself and was
known as "the Nolan,"and calls his philosophy the Nolanese.6Other Nolans felt like Bruno.
Ambrogio Leone tells of one who, retur ing home after only two or three days' absence, cast
himself on his native soil and kissed it with unspeakable rapture.The observant child had often
gazed across at Vesuvius from vine-bearing Cicala and noticed how bare and forbidding it
looked. But one day his father took him thither, and he found its slopes covered with luxuriant
trees and bountiful vegetation, while Cicala, in its turn, had become dark and dim and
distant. "Astonished at the strange change," he writes, "I became aware, for the first time, that
sight could deceive."6The seed of doobt was sown ; he would soon ask : " What are the
grounds of certitude?" 1 Spacdo; Dl'al. III, ii/3 Causa, Dial. I.6 Cena delle Cenen·.2 Eroici
Furon·, P.I., Dz'al. II.' Oral. Va/edict.6 Bruno, G; De lmmenso, IV, zi"j.Influences of the
genz"us_ locz' could not fail to affect an impressionable, imaginative child. To every Italian
child the past calls with living voice; antiquity is real; some- times it lulls to sleep, sometimes is
a rousing force; it is never, as with the Northern child, a dull dream concerning men who were
never really alive, whose voices come as the hollow croakings of Shades. Now, Nola was a
poor little place but it had been a great and noble city; it was one of the most ancient in Italy;
it was the Uria of the Etruscans. The citizens boasted loudly of their descent from a Calchi-
dian Colony. Thrice had Hannibal been repulsed from the gates. Nola had been the chosen
home of Roman wealth and fashion ; the great Augustus died there. True, of its massive walls,
its twelve gates and its two amphitheatres nothing remained; ancient marbles were built into
cottage and pigstye and vineyard-wall ; but the labourer's spade often opened up some
sepulchre crowded with the famous funeral urns of Nola, and his plough would reveal the long
buried treasures of ancient coin and medallion. The little Bruno saw many a classic custom
observed at wedding feast and popular festival and even in religious rite. He would hear of
famous citizens, of whom Nolans were very proud, such as Ambrogio Leone, the scholar, and
Giovanni da Nola, the sculptor.1 Felipe Bruno moved among a people who derived their life-
blood from Etruscan and yet more ancient sources, from Greeks, Romans, Teutons, Moors and
Spaniards ; they were quick, astute and versa- tile, very human, as volcanic as their soil,
debased, but not so degenerate as they became after three more centuries of misrule,Such
were the influences we know of which moulded the mind of little Felipe in his earliest and most
formative years.' Berti, D ; Vita di G. B., 18891 cap. I,We do not know in what manner he was
educated at Nola, but he must have been a promising pupil, for, at about the age of eleven, he
was sent to Naples "to study humane letters, logic and dialectic" 1 : in other words,
Latinlanguage and literature, probably some Greek, philosophy, and the modes of effective
reasoning and expression.2 Hemay have lodged at an uncle's house. One Agostino Bruno
was a weaver of velvet in Naples at the time. He attended the public lectures of II Sarnese,
probably one Vicenzo Colle of Sarno, who published, later on, a work called "The destruction of
the destructions of Baldwin, which, moreover, the destroyer has fulfilled"3- an extraordinary title,
de- signed, as was customary, to hit the eye of the reading public. Besides these public



lectures, 11I received," he says, "private lessons in logic from Fra Teofilo da Var- ano, an
Augustinian monk, who afterwards lectured on Metaphysic in Rome."4 Bruno also told an
acquaintance, in 1585, that an Augustinian monk, whose name the hearer did not catch or did
not remember, had been his main teacher in philosophy.6It is noteworthy that in two of his
works6he calls the interlocutor who expresses his own opinions, Teofilo. Bruno claimed to be a II
lover of God" himself; 7 but it would be quite in his manner to discharge at the same time
some sense of obligation to Teofilo da Varano; and Bruno was not one to be unmindful of the
few 1 Cfr. Berti, op. cit., Doc. vij.2 Cfr. McIntyre; op. cit.,p. 121, note i.• Destructio
destructionum Baldovini, quas quidem destructor adim- p!evit. Neap., Matth. Cancer,
1554.'Doc. vi/.5Auvray, L; Mlm. d. l. Socilte d.l'hist. d. Pans et d.l'Ile de France, t. xxiv,pp. 288-
2991 sub Dec. 7.• Cena ; Causa.7Triginta Sigillorum explicati'o; Ad excel!. Oxon. Acad. Pro-
cancellan·um.8GIORDA.NO BRUNObenefits he received. It is clear that the very young scholar
received an impetus towards speculative thinking from Fra Teofilo. But independent thinking
had well nigh ceased to be in Italy ; · and in most of the Protestant centres of learning also.
The contests between the Papacy and the Reformers had led to the vigorous enforcement of
opposed dogmas throughout Europe, and throughout Italy the edicts of Trent ran under the
protecting shadow of the neigh- bouring Vatican.Bruno tells us that, when a boy, he studied
the works of Peter of Ravenna on memory. 1 The scholars of the Renaissance had
discovered how much the ancient orators employed dodges for remembering, and they studied
the mnemonics of Quintus Cornificius, which they and Bruno attributed to Cicero.2They directed
their attention to the subject; for a good memory was a precious possession even after the art of
printing by type was discovered, since books were very dear and, owing to a want of developed
organi- zation in the book-trade, were hard to come at and often had to be fetched from afar.
Peter of Ravenna's "Phrenix"3went through several editions. Cornificius and all the
older writers made use of visual memory, since that is stronger than auditory memory in most
people, and taught how to imagine some vacant space, such as a temple, and fill it with
suggestive images, thus using the principle of the association of ideas,4 which Aristotle had
written of.5 Later, Bruno interwove the mnemonics of Peter Ravenna 1 Trigz"nta sig. expHc.,
sub Tabula.2Cantus Ct'rcaus. But P. Manutius, who published the Rheton·cum ad C. Herennium
lib. iv. at Venice in 1564, declared the authorship to be uncertain.• Foent'x Dom. P.
Ravennatis memoriae magistn· Ven. 1491.' Cfr. Middleton, A. E ; Memory systems, old and
new. N. Y.1888.6 Aristotle, De mem etremin., c. 2, 451b, 18; 452a, 14.BIRTH AND
PARENTAGE-BOYHOOD9and other authors, who followed Cornificius closely, with his own
psychological and metaphysical conclusions, and his knowledge of the subject proved to be
useful as an introduction and means of livelihood in city after city, and especially in France and
Germany, where much attention was given to the subject and where fresh books on memory
were produced for each generation, at least, during the 16th cent ury. 1What career should he
follow?Education was difficult to obtain and very expensive. The times were troubled.
Neapolitans were beggared by the heavy taxes imposed to put down the Protestant revolt



against Philip in the Low Countries; the civil administration was abominable; the police and even
the judges were corrupt; brigands infested the country-side and increased the desolation which
earth- quake, famine and pest had brought about. What Bruno now witnessed or heard of
branded itself in his memory. " If [Hydra] long for carrion," said he, when in England, "let him
go stay in the Campagna or the highway between Rome and Naples, where so many robbers
are quartered; for there at every step he will have more sumptuous ban- quets of fresh flesh
than in any other part of the world."2Even high society was infested by cheats and thieves ; the
kingdom was riddled with heresy, and heretics were pur- sued and exterminated with
barbarous cruelty. Turkish buccaneers raided the coast, burning and slaying and
capturing women and children for the slave-market.3The lad was in love with learning; thought
he had caught a glimpse of the "high white star of Truth"; there 1 Vz'de Allgemeine
Encyclopiidi'e d. Wi'ssenschajten u. Kiinste. Hrsq.v. J. S. Ersch u. J.B. Gruber etc. sub
Gediichtni'ss.2 Spaccio, III,ij.8Giannone, Pietro; Isl. Civile del regno di Napoli, 1723. Giannone
only just mentions Bruno as "a visionary.''IOGIORDANO BRUNOwas but one refuge for a youth
with no great means-the cloister, with all its opportunities and lettered ease. The Church was
very wealthy: it possessed two-thirds of the landed property in Naples. And the order of Dominic
the Spaniard was the most powerful and rich of the monastic bodies and enjoyed the full support
of Philip and his coun- sellors. In his fifteenth year, a time of life when it was impossible for Felipe
to comprehend anything like the full nature and implication of monastic vows and obligations
or the real spirit of the cloister, he entered that Dominican Order of which the first requirement
was intellectual sub- mission. He would be trained by men who were called "hounds of the Lord"
and whose special function was to uphold doctrine and to scent out heresy as dogs are
employed to scent out truffles.1 This was the first of the long series of sardonic ironies which
Fate had provided for Felipe Bruno.1 Dominicans, so called from their founder, S. Domingo, on
account of their special work, were punned on in the famous line "Domini canes Evangelium
latrantes per totum orbem." Inquisitorial functions were attached to this order of" Preaching
Friars" rather more than ten years after S. Domingo's death, which took place A.D.
1234. CHAPTER II MONASTIC LIFE AT NAPLES BRUNO was admitted, as a
probationer, to the monastery of St. Domenico by the Prior, Ambrogio Pasqua. 1 The vast
building is perched on an eminence, and its silent cloisters and pleasant courts seem to invite
to a life of quiet study and reflection. It is full of memories of the great Dominican, Aquinas,
the "Angelic Doctor," who dwelt and taught there. According to monastic usage, Felipe was re-
named Giordano. Possibly this name was given to him because of the promise he displayed;
for it had been borne by the second general of the order. Hardly any one was called after the
baptismal river in the sixteenth cen- tury; though in the sixth, when the Jordan figured as a
river-god in more than one new baptistery,2 it was used in christening as a very appropriate
appellation. 3After a year's discipline in religious exercises, Giordano proved sufficiently docile
to be allowed to make his vows in company with a "convert." He passed from the society of
probationers to that of the professed ; but remained under the same superior and was called a



novice until he became a priest.4He would seem to reveal the secret of those years when he
writes:11The authority of directors, barring worthier and higher matters, whereto he
was 1 Doc. vij.2 E.g. S. Maria in Cosmedin and S. Giovanni in Fonte at
Ravenna.3 Hodgkin, T; Italy and her Invaders, 1892, v. I,pp. 24, 25.' Berti, D ; op. cz't., p. 39,
n. 3.II12GIORDANO BRUNOnaturally impelled, putteth his mind into fetters, so that, from being
free in manhood, he becometh a slave under a most vile and subtle hypocrisy."1 The
reverberations of independent thought still lingered in Southern Italy; nor, perhaps, did convent-
walls wholly shut them out. He frankly told his judges at Venice that he "began to
doubt the doctrine of Three distinct Persons in the Trinity from the age of eighteen ; and,
indeed, Augustine declared the term Person to be new in his time ; but I have never denied
the dogma-only doubted."2 His acute and vigorous intellect was already at work framing
a philosophy, trans- lating the Son as Intellect and the Holy Spirit as Love.3He was naturally
of frank character, and his incautious honesty soon landed him in difficulties. '' My
master," he told the Inquisitors, "when I was a novice, in order to frighten me, drew up a process
against me, for having given away the images of St. Catherine of Sienna and, possibly, St.
Anthony, and retained a crucifix only ; whereby it was imputed to me that I despised the images
of saints; and also for having told a novice, who was reading the account ,of the ' Seven Joys of
the Madonna ' in verse, that he should cast it aside and read some other book instead, such as
the 'Lives of the Holy Fathers'; but my master tore this document up the same day."4
The stricter dis- cipline ordered by the Council of Trent had not yet taken effect in the
monastery; and so little cause of offence did the fathers find in Bruno (who was a close student,
and whose converse was probably chiefly with books) that he became subdeacon and
deacon in due course and wasadmitted to the priesthood in I 572, he being then 24
yearsof age.6 Before he became a priest he had the confidence and 1 Eroz"ci Furori, P.l,
Dial. I., after 1st poem.2 Doc. xi.8 Ibid.' Doc. xiii.6 Berti, D; Vita dz' G. B., ed. of 1868,p.72, n.
I.boldness, not merely to write a satiric allegory, for which he chose the title of '' Noah's
Ark" (there being a work of devotional mysticism by Hugo de Sancte Victore bearing the same
name),1 but to dedicate it to Pope Pius V, who then wore the tiara; and he presented it to
him,2 probably when he was summoned to Rome. For, the monks could not fail to talk about
the brilliant man they had secured; Bruno had devoted some attention to mnemonics, and his
reputation reached the Papal Court. Later, an acquaintance in Paris entered in his diary:
"Jordanus told me that Pope Pius V and Cardinal Rebiba summoned him from Naples, and
he was brought to Rome in a coach to set forth his Artificial Memory. He recited the
Psalm Fundamenta3 in Hebrew, and taught something of this to Rebiba."4"Noah's Ark,"
the first fruit of his genius, has dis- appeared. We know that he crowded the ark with all manner
of creatures, each probably symbolizing some human virtue or folly. The animals struggled for
the seat of honour-the poop-a current metaphor for the faculty of Reason; the Gods
granted the distinction to the ass ; but he ran some danger of losing it, because his was a
case of hoofs, not horns.6The gist of this early work may be preserved in two later



books;6 but not even the temerity of Bruno could have submitted the audacities of one of
these7 to the severe scrutiny of Michele Ghislieri.8 Berti and others think that Bruno's
comedy "The Chandler" was 1 McIntyre; op. dt.,p. II,2 Cena, Dz'al. II; Cabala, Epz'st. Dedi'c.•
Psalm l.:o:zvj.' Auvray, L ; Opus dt., sub Dec. 21.5 Cena, Dz'al. z',j.6 Cantus Cz'rc(l!us;
Cabala de! Cavallo Pegaseo.1 Cabala con l'aggz'unta de l'asi'no cz'llenico.6 Pius V died I
572, the year in which Bruno became a priest.written, although not revised and finished, during
this monastic period.Bruno says: "Being at the time at a monastery of my order, called St.
Bartholomew, in the city of Campagna, some distance from Naples, but in the Kingdom, I
chanted my first mass there; and I continued to wear the Dominican habit, celebrating mass and
the divine offices under obedience to my superiors and the Priors of monasteries, wherever I
was, up to the year 1576." Doubtless he diligently searched through the library of every
religious house of which he was a temporary inmate. He could have found but little in
common with his monkish associates, except that some of them would possess a tincture of
that learning on which the "Angelic Doctor," who cast distinction on their order, had set his
seal.Even candid, courageous Sarpi tells us that he found himself compelled to wear a mask. 1
Bruno's was a very penetrable disguise. The habit concealed a fierce intel- lectual flame : it had
burst forth once ; it could not but show itself again ; " the cowl does not make the monk." Here
was a man of vast spiritual energy, of singularly open character, one not to be scared by
legend or suppressed by authority, resolute to know at first hand, strong-headed if not
headstrong, and brave to rashness. Soon the monks of St. Dominic had a taste of the "essence
" of their young priest. Now that he was in full orders, and therefore less under direction, he
indulged in a frankness of speech which speedily brought him into serious peril. At this time
Arianism had found foothold in the South, and many had departed from "the fixed highway to the
Infinite and Eternal." Bruno told the Inquisitors: "One day, during a discussion with Montalcino,
one of our order, in the com- pany of other fathers, he said that heretics were ignorant1 Sarpi,
Fra Paolo; Lett. I,p.237.folk and used no scholastic terms; whereto I replied that indeed they did
not set forth their conclusions in the scholastic manner; but they came to the point, as did the
fathers of the Church"; and then Bruno proceeded to show, as an example, that Arius was not
without some kind of support from St. Augustine. 1 11 I shewed the view of Arius to be less
dangerous than it was commonly taken to be; for it was generally understood that Arius
meant to teach that the Word was the first creation of the Father; and I explained that Arius said
the Word was neither Creator nor Created, but intermediary between the Creator and the
creature, just as the spoken word is an intermediary between the speaker and the meaning he
sets forth ; and that, for this reason, it is called the First-born before all creatures; through which,
and not out of which all things are; not to which, but through which all things return to their final
end, which is the Father."2 It is unfortunate that the Founder of Christianity and His
Apostles were as silent about such high matters as if they had been agnostics, while the Fathers
gave vague and contradictory answers to those important questions which the Roman Church
had by this time definitely and precisely answered with one theologic scheme, the Eastern



Church with another, those unsuccessful disturbers of Christian peace, the earlier heretics, with
more, and the Protestants with several new ones. Bruno, who had read the Christian fathers and
the Schoolmen carefully, was in the right; and Montalcino appears to have reported the
conversation at head-quarters. This was not the sole count against Bruno.11 The Pro- vincial
drew up a process against me on certain charges of which I remain wholly ignorant; but I was
told that he was proceeding against me for fresh heresy, and was reviving the affair of my
novitiate; and I misdoubted I1 Doc. xii.J.2 Doc. :rz'.should find myself in prison."1 Bruno
was no longer in the hands of the Director of Novitiates, but, as priest, answerable to the
Provincial Father. A charge of heresy, therefore, might be fraught with very serious
consequences. The Papal States, which adjoined the Kingdom, were the only possible
refuge. "So," he continues, " I left Naples and went to Rome"; thus commencing a life of
turmoil and ceaseless wandering through Europe, which was to endure for sixteen years, to be
followed by nearly eight years of imprisonment, and to end at the stake.1 Doc.
xiij. CHAPTER III DISCIPLINE OF BOOKS l. CLASSICS, ARISTOTLE, THE
SCHOOLMEN ETC.BRUNO must have been a marvel of intellectual industry. Interested in all
things, burning to know, he must have put every spare moment at the monastery to good
purpose; for his education was vast and varied. A good memory helped him ; though
sometimes one finds it, like the equally excellent memory of Macaulay, a trifle inaccurate;
certainly he owed more to nature than to the systematized mnemonic art in which he believed.
He spoke Spanish,1 like all the cultivated people of the "Kingdom." Latin, of course, was a
living language, spoken by every educated monk and scholar. Bruno's works give evidence of a
wide range of reading in the Roman classics, and they contain many quotations from the Roman
poets, especially from Lucretius, Virgil and Ovid. But his eager, romantic mind did not allow of
being moulded by such studies into classic reserve and equipoise. He acquired an intimate
acquaintance with the literature of that graceful, unlaboured daughter of Latin-his own
tongue; that he commanded the great poets, Dante, Ariosto and Tasso, references and
quotations in his works show; but he especially valued the sugared conceits and strained
manner of Tansillo and the decadent Neapolitan school. The one play he wrote indicates the
study of Bibbiena and Aretino no less than of Plautus and Terence.He knew Greek, and
shows a mastery of Aristotle in1 Cena, Dial. I I.17Bthe original unequalled by any scholar
of his time. Aris- totle was part of a Dominican's education, for Albertus Magnus and Aquinas
had effected the Church's acceptance of the Stagirite as II topmost authority," 11
worthiest of faith and obedience."1 Petrarch, indeed, dared to say that, after all, Aristotle
was only a man ; and, recently, Cornelius Agrippa, who lived and died in the bosom of
Mother Church, had attacked Aristotle; so had Ramus and others; but all recent onslaughts
on Aristotle's autho- rity were regarded as inroads on orthodox belief. Not merely did
Bruno possess a masterly knowledge of Aristotle, but, by reason of his bent towards natural
science, he made close acquaintance with the chief classical and Arabian commentators,
translations of the latter having been published not long before. At first he accepted



the cosmology of this most logical and comprehensive of thinkers; and certainly Aristotle's
teaching would impress on him the need of an attentive observation, which that master did
not always carry out. The more observant scholars of the sixteenth century were aware
that men have not more teeth than women,2 or two more sutures in the brain-pan;3 that
they have more than sixteen ribs,4and that the back of the cranium is not an empty
space.6When Bruno studied Copernicus he came to regard the Stagirite as a clog to human
progress. Unlike Aristotle, he cannot be charged with "moderation to excess": he
accused that II master of those who know"6 of relying on his own invention more than on
fact and of being a desiccated sophisticator of truth, perhaps instigated by un- worthy motives !
7 lmbedded in Aristotle's writings, Bruno1 Dante; Convito, iv, 6.2 Aristotle; Hist.
Animal.,ij,3, 501, b, 19.8 Ibid,}, 8, 491, b, 2.4 Ibid,}, 15, 493, b, 14.6 lbz"d,j, 8,491, a, 34.6
Dante; Inferno, iv, 131.7 Causa, Dial. iiz"; Dial. v.DISCIPLINE OF BOOKS found fragments of
the earlier thinkers of Hellas, who interpreted the Cosmos quite differently; for they had not
based their science on uncriticized impressions of sense. Moreover, how should
the static view of the Universe, held by the Ionians, be reconciled with its mobility, taught by
the Eleatics, or the monism of Par- menides and Heraclitus with the pluralism of Anaxagoras
and Leucippus? Sooner or later, he perceived that the atomic hypothesis of
Leucippus and Lucretius, modifi- cations of which, accepted by men of science rather more than
two and a half centuries after Bruno's time, have proved so fruitful in speculation, went some
way towards the required adjustment of such opposite views; and that it was of inestimable
impor tance.1 Aristotle had abandoned the right path ; he had lost sight of the stupendous
spec- tacle opened up by the ancient astronomy and reintroduced, in part, by Copernicus;
he had missed that implication of Heraclitus which Cusanus discovered-how contraries
condition one another, both negating and affirming at the same time, and how they pass over
into one another. Close study of Aristotle made Bruno a rebel, while frag- ments of a yet earlier
philosophy became fruitful in his own. He read the Arabian thinkers of the tenth, eleventh and
twelfth centuries with enthusiasm; for they exhibited something of his own growing passion for
physical science; a passion which, possibly, may have been fanned by the "Academy of the
Secrets of Nature" (the first scientific society ever formed in modern times), which was started
in Naples A.D. I 560, and the influence of which is pretty sure to have penetrated into the
courts and cloisters of San Domenico. He gave attention to the doctrines·
ofAverrhoes (whom he greatly reverenced),2 Avicenna, Avem- pace, Algazel, and, above all,
Avicebron.              Averrhoes'1    De tnp#d  minima et mensura.2Causa, Dial. z"il
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Michelone, “Tortured End to a Genius' Life. this is a book written at the turn of the 20th century
by an Englishman. Contains perhaps more detail than I wanted but I stuck with it. It's difficult
readidng since the author explicates all the intricate reasoning of Bruno's works...all of them, it
seems. I couldn't wait for the trial and execution and it didn't disappoint. A truly tragic story.
Pope John Paul II apologized while he was pontif. There's a magnificent movie starring Gian
Maria Volonte' who acts magnificently. Truly worth seeing though the subtitles are all in Italian;
hardly necessary since it tells the story clearly in pictures alone.”

R. R. Morris, “No martyr for science as many allege. Every now and then you find a book that is
more than you expect. "Giordano Bruno, his Life, Thought, and Martyrdom" by William Boulting
was one of those for me. After just completing a book by Neil deGrasse Tyson where he writes of
Bruno being martyred by the Inquisition for science made me wonder. I have read bits and
pieces of Bruno but never heard that. Knowing Tyson as one for being very anti-god and anti-
religious it was easy for me to conclude his irrational biasness steered him wrong, and that it did!
Renown historian Will Durant (and plenty others too) make it clear of the inquisition; "No mention
of Bruno's Copernican views occurs in the record of the trial;"Mr Boulting's deep research
provides a most informative, detailed and captivating biography of Bruno. A chronological
biography from birth to death and his many travels in between along with touches of what daily
life was like in the 1500s. With `pauses' through out his life in places where Bruno wrote his
many books (that were never banned during his life and not until after Galileo). These `pauses'
were summaries of Bruno's books written at these points of his life, along with discussions
revealing Bruno's thinking, philosophy and views on science, religion, etc. A lot on Bruno's
inquisition trial and `behind the scenes' documentation brings captivating reading. Printed before
the 1940s findings including the "eight propositions," this biography still fills in much of what
other bios don't. Countless people died for not believing in the Catholic Trinity,
Transubstantiation, maybe even not dieting on certain Catholic "fast" days (as Bruno has), but
Copernicus (and Bruno's books) weren't on the "ban" list in Bruno's lifetime. His (wrongful)
martyrdom centered around his belief in God and non-superstitious religion, as he
repeated.Plenty of footnotes and references on nearly every page for further verification of
points, always a plus.It strikes me odd people would think of Bruno dying for science. If any
intelligent scientist were confronted with people having a murderous track record saying, 'Stop
advocating an infinite universe with infinite planets or you'll burn at the stake'... Well, you know
what I would do?....================UPDATE; March 14, 2014 since the New Cosmos
series came out with Neil deGrasse Tyson:After watching the first episode I was almost shocked
at the greatly distorted cartoon segment on Giordano Bruno. They show Bruno taking books out
of the bathroom floor while saying "He dared to read books banned by the church. That was his
undoing" (It was common practice back then, reading banned books.) Then they show a book



written by Lucretius, a book actually preserved in church monasteries and never ever publicly
banned by the church! The banned books Bruno owned, in his very words were; "certain works
of St Chrysostom and St Jerome containing the forbidden annotations of Erasmus, which I
secretly used and thrown into the privy [floors]..." Erasmus was one for trying to turn the church's
attention back to the Bible... his writings were banned for that!Plus the church didn't ban the
ancients for teaching the very same things. Other ancient books and authors writing of an infinite
universe that the church not only didn't ban but stored in the Vatican, church, monastery and
convent libraries (that may have otherwise been lost) were ... Archelaus, Democritus, Diagoras,
Diogenes, Apolloniates, Epicurus, Leucippus, Philolaus, Xenophanes, Anaximander and
Heraclides, and more.Furthermore, the church supported the translating of these fine works
(including Lucretius) into the more modern church languages by means of monks, priests and
other christian translators throughout these centuries.The cartoon also shows Bruno near flying
out of the monastery when he was only "obliged to provide for his safety by flight", and that was
primarily because he was defending Arianism, a teaching conflicting with their "Holy Trinity",
nothing at all about teaching an infinite universe, a concept Bruno may not have even developed
yet! The whole cartoon is a seriously contaminated farce but people will fall for it because
scientists say so.Tyson says; "There was only one man on the whole planet who envisioned an
infinitely grand cosmos." "Only one man"? How could anyone ever be so sure? To the contrary,
besides Bruno there was Pietro Angelo Manzoli, Francis-Lewis Grandi, Christian Huygens,
Campanella, Rheticus, Henry More, Maestlin.. and, yes, Bruno's followers - he did have them.
Other contemporaries are also known to think, believe, teach and write just Bruno believed of
the universe that the church didn't martyr or ever bother with in the slightest. Could that possibly
be why Tyson propagated Bruno as the "only one man"?One worthy note, thanks to Thomas
Aquinas, Aristotle's teachings were melded into church doctrine. It is Aristotle that teaches the
universe is finite (not the Bible) which ended up being more influential in the infinite/finite
universe controversy.Bruno never sneered his nose at Jesus. He believed the Romans never
used the cross in Jesus'day and the Greek Biblical word was incorrectly translated as "cross". ..
In this case Bruno was correct. Simply google `Christian Cross Pagan' for more info.”

W. G. Stamper, “Giordano Bruno Life. Having a somewhat impression regarding this person I felt
to get it to know more.”

pulling cheek swirl better shake up, “In a style I find quaint, it has a social biography of some
powerful countries. I have found myself liking the character of Bruno as described by William
Boulting, but the old hardcover book I am reading does not have a copyright and many of the
footnotes have dates from the time of Ralph Waldo Emerson and Walt Whitman, who are
mentioned in the text as Americans who represent free thinking in ways that were considered
modern. I found a book dated 1902 in a footnote. The printed book might have appeared in 1914
or 1916, when the world had a disaster to make the news more likely to hurt than to heal.Bruno



had been a monk excommunicated from his order before going to Switzerland, France, and
England. One of his books written in England, the Ash Wednesday Supper, describes a
discussion among those who were educated about things that mattered to Bruno. The English
crowd in the street is described as having very little interest in education or foreigners. A few
years after Bruno left England, a Spanish Armada tried to launch an invasion of England to make
Roman Catholics the official holders of power in England, but a freak storm and English cannons
scattered such forces like Europe was heavily influenced by alcohol and Christianity.”

The book by William Boulting has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 5 people have provided feedback.
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